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2023. Youth Mixed-doubles Hungarian National Championship  

Technical Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By the entry deadline (February 10th, 2023, 20:00), 4 mixed doubles have confirmed their 

intention to start. 

 

Order of strength according to the competition rules of the Hungarian Curling Federation: 

 

a/ In the order of the final results of the last completed Youth Mixed Doubles 

Hungarian National Championship. 

b/ New teams according to the summary of their individual ranking points. 

c/ Foreign youth mixed-doubles in order of entry. 

 

Based on this, the teams order: 

 

In the order of the final results of the last completed Youth Mixed-doubles Hungarian 

National Championship: 

• A1 Lola Olimpia Nagy – Raul Kárász 2022. Youth Mixed-doubles Hungarian 

National Championship II. place 

• A2 Ema Košáková – Tobiáš Votava 2022. Youth Mixed-doubles Hungarian National 

Championship III. place 

• A3 Boglárka Tószegi – Csaba Gergely Rozgonyi 2022. Youth Mixed-doubles 

Hungarian National Championship V. place 

New teams according to the summary of their individual ranking points: 

• A4 Emma Erzsébet Szurmay – Baján Kán Ferenci: 3,4+21,6=25 points 

 

Only brushes validated by the WCF may be used during the championship 

 

The times in the schedule are the start times of the matches. During the round robin, the 

warm-up will start 20 minutes before the time shown in the schedule, while in the play-

offs it will start 15 minutes before the time shown in the schedule! 

 

Communication with the coach or a substitute is allowed not only at half-time but during 

all breaks 
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The referees will also make the travel time visible to the teams. Due to the accessibility of the 

two ends of the court, the travel time to the side closer to the coach is 20 seconds. For the 

opposite side of the court the travel time is 40 seconds. 

 

It is not allowed to throw the first stone of an end before the expiry of the time that marks 

the pause between ends. In the next 10 seconds the teams have time to throw the first stone 

of the next end, after that the judges start the team's thinking time. The same applies to 

the half-time break. 

 

Apart from the halftime break, communication is allowed with the coach in every breaks 

between two ends, if there is no player on the other sheet who is in the hack. If there is, it 

is mandatory to wait for the slide-out. 

 

During the Round Robin, after the warm up, but before the LSD throw, the coach must 

leave the rink! 

 

After the warm-up, the pairs must mark the stones not used in the match! 

 

The starting placement of the “positioned” stone during the whole National 

Championship is number 2! 


